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How do freshman engineering students 
come up with topics and thesis 
statements for their research papers?

How focused are those final thesis 
statements? 



Three Data Collection Methods

A biweekly survey given to students as they 
researched and wrote their papers

An end-of-semester qualitative interview
Assessment of thesis statements from final 

papers. 
Fall 2016: 6
Spring 2017: 23 



Rinto, Bowles-Terry & Santos, A. J. (2016). 

Looked at first-year students’ paper 
topics for:
Researchability (given library 

resources)
Appropriate breadth
Language context
Presence of an arguable topic



Rinto, Bowles-Terry & Santos, A. J. (2016). 

Beginning – 1 point
Developing – 2 points
Exemplary – 3 points



Rubric Team

Carrie Leatherman - Natural Sciences

Michael Duffy - Music, Dance and 

Fine Arts

LuMarie Guth - Business









Colleague suggestions

Revise rubric – remove "Researchability"
Write down "tacit" or unspoken criteria
Provide sample language



Using the Rubric: 
An example



Participant 47
The purpose of this paper is to research and 
prove that if countries in South America don't 
make crucial changes to the foundation and 
growth of their aviation infrastructures, they 
will continue to fall behind economically in a 
world where many countries thrive due to 
aviation profitability. Aviation sector growth in 
the continent has creaked to a near halt as 
each country resides in a state of economic 
and political turmoil. 
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Challenges

Reliability
Validity 
Resolving differences in scoring among 

scorers
Moskal and Leydens (2000)
Johnson et al (2005)
Kim (2011)
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